Autonomous driving, which can free our hands and feet, is of increasing importance in our daily lives. However, the capacity of onboard computation and communication limits the rapid development of autonomous driving. To address this issue, this paper proposes a novel model named the edge computing-based lanes scheduling system (ECLSS) to study lane scheduling for each vehicle around crossroads with real-time edge devices. There are several edge computing devices (ECD) deployed around crossroads in ECLSS that can collect information from vehicles and road conditions with short-range wired/wireless transmissions. Based on the strong computing power of ECDs and their real-time transmission performance, we propose two centralized management lane scheduling methods: the searching for efficient switching algorithm (SESA) and special vehicles lane switching algorithm (SVLSA). These edge computing-based autonomous driving methods aim to achieve high speed passing through crossroads and guarantee that special vehicles can pass through crossroads within a certain time. Extensive simulations are conducted, and the simulation results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approaches over competing schemes in typical lane switching scenarios. (C. Xia), zp@sia.cn (P. Zeng).
Introduction
Currently, autonomous driving has become quite a hot topic in the research community and in industry. Depending on the collaboration of artificial intelligence, visual computing, radar, monitoring devices and global positioning systems, computers can operate motor vehicles automatically and safely without any human initiative. However, one of the largest barriers to the rapid development of autonomous driving is the limitation of onboard computation and communication. Obviously, upgrading onboard computers is not a good option since it has high equipment cost and energy consumption.
Cloud computing is another possible solution since it can provide services for communication, computing and storage facilities [1, 2] . Cloud computing can achieve global scheduling for vehicles with information from vehicles and roadside units (RSUs) collaboratively. Several mobile cloud computing (MCC) frameworks have proposed technology for improving mobile devices with cloud services, such as CloneCloud [3] , MAUI [4] and MobiCloud [5] . Furthermore, a vehicular cloud computing (VCC) approach based on MCC that provides driving quality of service (QoS) was proposed [6] [7] [8] . However, the response time between the requirement of special vehicles driving on the road. Furthermore, the existing works primarily consider the safety of straight line driving; however, crossroads have the most complex road conditions and require more attention in autonomous driving. This paper systematically investigates edge computing in autonomous driving to schedule lane switching around crossroads, which is a critical issue in real life but has thus far received little attention in existing works. Furthermore, we also consider the requirement of special vehicles, such as their passing time. The challenges are as follows: (1) we must guarantee the safety of autonomous driving, especially the safety of switching lanes; (2) we want to address the need for vehicles to pass through crossroads quickly, especially special vehicles, such as an ambulance or a police car that must pass through crossroads within a certain time. In this study, we propose two lane scheduling methods around crossroads. We list our contributions as follows:
1. We propose a novel model for edge computing-based autonomous driving. Because of the complexity of traffic situations, our model mainly focuses on lane scheduling around crossroads for both ordinary and special vehicles. Based on the traffic and vehicle information, an edge computing device (ECD) can provide centralized scheduling of vehicle lane switches. 2. We define the safe distance to guarantee a vehicle's safety. Furthermore, we find that the additional time overhead of each switch is irrelevant to the position of the vehicle that switches when there are vehicles in front of it and behind it in the target lane. 3. We obtain the range of the time overhead to pass through the crossroads for any vehicle. 4. We propose two lane switching algorithms. By implementing the searching for efficient switching algorithm (SESA), we reduce the time overhead at crossroads on the premise that all vehicles can reach their target directions. For special vehicles, we then propose the special vehicles lane switching algorithm (SVLSA) to ensure that special vehicles can pass through crossroads before their passing deadlines. We demonstrate that our scheduling algorithms and analysis approach are better than the existing ones with extensive simulations.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews research on autonomous driving. The system configuration is presented in Section 3 , and the problem statement of MEC-based autonomous driving is provided in Section 4 . Scheduling algorithms for lane scheduling around the crossroads are proposed in Section 5 . Section 6 illustrates the implementations of the proposed methods based on simulations. Conclusions are given in Section 7 .
Related work
The concept of connected vehicles was proposed in 1996, and many researchers have been working in this area to improve the safety and convenience of driving [17] [18] [19] . introduced the concept of autonomous driving by allowing a vehicle to connect to the Internet and share internet access with other equipment. Then, many companies, research institutions and auto vendors showed great interest in autonomous driving [20] [21] [22] [23] . Furthermore, some works have surveyed the current state-ofthe-art on planning and control algorithms with a particular emphasis on the urban setting [24] [25] [26] . However, wireless network bandwidth and real-time performance are often the performance bottlenecks of cloud computing for connected vehicles.
Mobile edge computing (MEC) provides solutions to this dilemma by providing processing from the centralized cloud to the distributed edge devices that are close to the vehicles [15, 27, 28] . To meet the demands of both communication and computation, Xueshi Hou et al. present an overview of vehicles as the infrastructures for communication and computation in [14] . Considering the features of the cloud and MEC, Kengo Sasaki et al. propose an infrastructure-based vehicle control system that shares internal states between the edge and cloud servers, dynamically allocates computational resources and switches necessary computation on collected sensors according to network conditions to achieve safe driving [29] . Weisong Shi et al. conduct extensive work in terms of MEC-based autonomous driving system design, they propose building an open vehicular data analytics platform (OpenVDAP) for CAVs and an optimal workload offloading and scheduling strategy in [30] . Furthermore, based on OpenVDAP, they present CAVBench, the first benchmark suite for the edge computing system in the CAVs scenario, which is composed of six typical applications covering four dominant CAV scenarios that implement four datasets as standard inputs [31] . Moreover, a modular scheme, which is an integrated approach to teaching autonomous driving, is proposed in [32] .
Traffic at crossroads are the most complex; however, none of the existing works focus on this issue. Furthermore, the passing time of special vehicles is also a critical problem. Hence, the study of lane scheduling methods is urgently needed to ensure that different types of vehicles can pass through crossroads safely and quickly.
System configuration
In this section, we propose a novel autonomous driving system named edge computing-based lanes scheduling system (ECLSS) to ensure that vehicles can pass through crossroads safely and quickly. There are three layers in ECLSS.
• The bottom layer is composed of the vehicles. They can wirelessly interact with edge computing devices (ECD) which are deployed on the roads. • The middle layer is composed of ECDs. They can perform information interaction between the vehicles (via wireless) and cloud (via wired). Furthermore, the requests of vehicles that have a real-time requirement are also performed in the ECD. • The top layer is the cloud, which can provide long distance path planning and massive traffic information to the vehicles through ECD.
As depicted in Fig. 1 , there are four ECD and many vehicles around the traffic post. The ECD have wired connections between each other, and they can obtain the surrounding traffic information (such as the duration of green lights( tl ), the lanes states ( ls )), the states of vehicles (such as speed ( v ), driving direction ( d ), current lane ( cl ), distance to crossroads ( dc ), navigation target and the type of vehicles ( t )) from the surrounding ECD and vehicles via wireless communications. Thus, when any vehicle drives into the crossroads, the ECD will send a suggestion of the speed and select the best lane for it depending on its direction, location and the surrounding traffic information. For example, a car drives from the right area (the vehicle connected to the ECD through the red dashed line) and wants to turn right at the crossing. When the corresponding ECD obtains the vehicle's states, the ECD will send a packet to the onboard autonomous driving system to "please switch to the middle lane to bypass the forbidden road " since the target road is closed and the right-most lane is the bus lane. Moreover, the replanned route is also in the packet (since path planning is beyond the scope of this paper, we just forward the planning result from the cloud).
To achieve a real-time response for each running vehicle, the scheduler of ECLSS is deployed in the ECD to calculate the optimal vehicle lane and transmit it with the traffic information to each vehicle wirelessly. Hence, we consider a task set in the ECD as = { 0 , 1 … } , where n is the number of vehicles in the communication range of ECD ( R ). The vehicle ID is in an ascending sort order of the distance to the crossroads; hence, vehicle 0 is the vehicle nearest the crossroads (or the first vehicle that drives into the ECD's communication range), and n is the farthest one (or the last vehicle that drives into the ECD's communication range). The number of lanes is denoted as L ; then, n j is the last vehicle on lane j , and | n j | is the number of vehicles on lane j . Each task f i is a series of operations that contain four processes: sensing road conditions, data upload from the vehicle to the ECD, algorithm computing and sending the result to each vehicle. Then, each task f i ∈ F is characterized by { tl i , ds i , v i , d i , cl i , dc i }, and the descriptions of these parameters are as follows:
• tl i is the duration of a green light, where = 0 when the light is yellow or red. Furthermore, the vehicles can only go forward or turn left when the light is green;
} is the direction state, in which the vehicle cannot go to its target direction when = ;
• v i is the speed of i . In addition, the max speed for each vehicle in ECLSS is V ; • d i { driving, right, left } is the driving direction that vehicle i wants to pursue, which contains choices for keep driving, turn right and turn left; • cl i is the lane number that i drives in, and the vehicle can only turn left when the lane of l i is a left-turn lane; otherwise, it must switch to the middle lane if it wants to drive forward. Furthermore, the total number of lanes is denoted as L ; • dc i is the distance of vehicle i to the crossroads; and • = { , } is the type of vehicles. When i is a special vehicle, such as an ambulance, the other vehicles need to make way for it. Moreover, special vehicles can drive in any lane when the road is not closed.
Then, the driving vehicle can be described as the following: during t i , car i drives in lane cl i with a speed v i with the target direction d i . Then, the ECD will calculate the solutions for i , and update , , , and based on its collection information. For instance, when the ECD obtains > and = , the update can be explained according to the following instruction: please switch to the lane of direction with the average speed at the k th switch; then, the remaining driving distance to pass the crossroads is after switching.
Lane scheduling scheduling problem
There are two potential constraints in autonomous driving: (1) the driving vehicles need to follow traffic rules; and (2) the primary task of autonomous driving is to ensure personal safety. Thus, challenges in lanes scheduling can be summarized as follows:
• A crash may occur when the vehicle switches its lane. How can lane switching be achieved safely? • A vehicle can only turn at the crossroads when the traffic light of the corresponding lane is green. How can vehicles pass quickly and orderly? • An ordinary vehicle must accommodate special vehicles, such as ambulances and fire trucks, so that they can pass through the crossroads quickly. How can lane switching for ordinary vehicles be scheduled accordingly?
To guarantee the safety of driving, we define the safe distance as follows: Definition 1. Safe distance ( Sd ) is the minimum distance between two adjacent vehicles to ensure the safety of driving. Fig. 2 is an example of the safe distance required when vehicle k wants to switch its lane to the left-turn lane; then, the distance between two adjacent vehicles i and j in the target lane must satisfy
Similarly, the vehicles in the same lane are safe when the space of all vehicles and speed satisfies
We use the time overhead T to evaluate the performance of ECLSS, which is defined as the time at which the last vehicle arrives at its target direction that is determined the ECD schedule. Then, when the number of vehicles in the communication range R is | n |, the number of lane switches for i is K i , the number of lane switches influencing i is I i , the j t h influence on the time consumption is C j , the travel distance at the k th switch is Δ , and the time consumption for waiting at the signal light is ℵ i . We can obtain the time overhead as
where Δ is
Furthermore, each special vehicle i must pass the crossroads within a certain time s i , that is,
Hence, when the ECDs obtain traffic information F and the number of vehicles around the crossroads is n , our objective is scheduling the vehicles to arrive in the target directions with the minimum T under the constraints of Eqs. (1) , (2) and (5) . For convenience of analysis, we ignore the extra distance caused by switching lanes since it is a small fixed value and it can be calculated by the Pythagorean Theorem easily.
Scheduling
To enhance the speed of vehicles that pass the crossroads and reduce T under the constraints of Eqs. (1) , (2) and (5) , we propose two lane scheduling algorithms (searching for efficient switching algorithm and special vehicles lane switching algorithm) in this section for the vehicles around the crossroads. The proposed methods can select the lane for each vehicle based on the global view of the ECD. The vehicle drives with the same speed as the one ahead of it in the range of [0, V ], and the distance between two vehicles in the same lane is set as Sd in ECLSS (this is easily implemented by adaptive cruise); then, our objective can be translated into reducing the time overhead of lane switching and make the vehicles pass crossroads quickly in ECLSS. That is, let n vehicles reach their target direction with a minimum T .
We divide each switch into three parts: (1) i and the vehicles behind i are stopped to the cars in front of i until the one that is ahead drives to a safe distance Sd ( i will drive with speed V when there are no vehicles in front of it); (2) then, i begins to drive with the same speed as the cars ahead; and (3) when the distance between i and the vehicle behind i is Sd , the vehicles behind i begin to drive with the same speed as i . The time overhead of waiting for the k th lane changing is denoted as .
To reduce the time overhead, we must enhance the efficiency of lane switching and decrease the time to wait for the turn. As Fig. 3 shows, h can change its lane directly when k is waiting. Hence, we can find that the time overhead T is influenced by the number of lane switches K i , the time overhead of waiting , the distance to the crossroads dc i and the time overhead of the traffic light ℵ i . Since the time consumption for waiting at the traffic light is represented by the variables associated with ∑
=0
, when red light takes seconds and green light takes seconds, we can calculate ℵ i as
Then, we can rewrite Eq. (3) as
Hence, the key idea of our lane scheduling algorithms is to reduce T by a coordination approach that optimizes the relationship between K i , I i , C j and .
Lemma 1. The influence of K i on T is related to the distance of adjacent vehicles with i.
Proof. We prove this lemma with a classification discussion based on the distance of adjacent vehicles. Based on Eqs. (1) and (2) , we find that the switches do not increase the time overhead when the distance of adjacent vehicles is larger than Sd ; that is, T remains unchanged. When i is the last vehicle in the current lane and the other lanes are faster than the current one, T is reduced; however, when the distance is less than Sd , the vehicle behind must decelerate to guarantee the safe driving distance; then, T is increased. Hence, the influence of K i on T is related to the distance of adjacent vehicles with i . □ Lemma 1 reveals that the switches only influence i and the vehicles behind i . Thus, vehicle i should switch as much as possible in the situations in which no additional time overhead has been introduced when it drives in a lane that cannot provide access to its target direction ( ≠ ∩ = ) or the target direction is closed ( = ∩ = ). Proof. When k wants to switch its lane and there are vehicles in front and behind vehicle k , we denote the vehicle in front of k as i and behind k as j . As Fig. 2 shows, the additional time overhead in the right-turn lane is generated when
then, ECD sends messages to adjust the speed of these three vehicles to ensure the safety of switching, and the waiting overhead k is
the additional time overhead on the right-turn lane is
Since ℵ j is irrelevant to dc k , we can obtain that the additional time overhead T ′ is irrelevant to the position of the vehicle that switches when there are vehicles in front and behind it in the target lane. □
Based on the traffic conditions of the target lane, we can obtain as
Obviously, there is no time consumption when no vehicle j in the target lane satisfies − ≤ . Furthermore, we call the condition of = 0 the optimal switch, and the situation of 0 ≤ < the efficient switch. Based on Eq. (11) , we denote the vehicle corresponding to the i th blocking as b i , and is the delay caused by b i to j ; then, the blocking caused by the switching in front of vehicle j is
Based on Lemma 1 and Eq. (11) , we can obtain the following result. ] .
Proof. Eq. (11) illustrates that the vehicle i can change lanes without a slowdown when there is no vehicle j in the range of − ≤ . Hence, considering the blocking time consumption by the traffic light, we can obtain that the minimum time overhead of vehicle i to pass the crossroads is
In contrast, when there is a vehicle j in the k t h target lane of i that satisfies = , i needs to wait . Thus, in the worst case, vehicle i needs to switch = − 1 times to arrive in the final lane. That is, the maximum time to switch overhead of i is
Since the switching only occurs in front of i , it can cause a delay, and the maximum waiting cost is . Then, the total blocking time consumption is
In addition, since i needs to wait for the green light to pass the crossroads, the maximum time overhead to pass the crossroads is
Hence, for each vehicle i , the range of the time overhead to pass the crossroads is [ (1 + ⌊ ⌋) ,
] . □ When i in Theorem 2 is the last vehicle of n , we find that the range of the time overhead T is [ (1 + ⌊ ⌋) ,
] . However,
is too pessimistic. Since the number of lane switches for each vehicle i is fixed by cl i and d i , we can optimize T by reducing ∑ = =0 . Based on the above results, we propose the searching for efficient switching algorithm (SESA) to reduce T with both breadth and depth searches for an efficient switch. The pseudocode of the SESA is in Algorithm 1 , where * is the lane after switching once. Note that Algorithm 1 Searching for Efficient Switching Algorithm.
Require: ;
Ensure: all vehicles reach their target directions; 1: calculate for each vehicle ; 2: while ( ≠ ∩ = ) ∩ ( = ∩ = ) = ∅, ∈ do 3: for = 0 to | | do 4: if ≠ then 5: if ∃ ∈ satisfies ≠ ∩ ∈ [ − , + ] ∩ (( , * ) ∩ ( , * )) then 6: switch and ; 7: else if = ( − ) then 8: switch and ; 9: end if 10: for the lane which have vehicle switches do 11: if ∃ ∈ satisfies ≠ ∩ > then 12: switch and ; 13: end if 14: end for 15: update vehicles information and calculate by Eqs. 7 and 11; 16: end if 17: end for 18: end while 19: return ; Algorithm 1 is the case of executing the SESA once, and the SESA is repeatedly executed to schedule the new detected vehicles.
The SESA first calculates the lane switch order for each vehicle by both vehicle and traffic information (line 1) in the transmission range of the ECD; then, it judges whether each vehicle is driving in the lane to its target direction, and it will return T when the judgment is true (line 2). If there are vehicles that need to change lanes, the SESA will search for efficient switches to reduce T with both breadth and depth searches (lines [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . When the lane of vehicle i does not lead to its destination, it will search for the vehicles that want to switch in the range of [ − , + ] in the related lanes; however, the current switch of i is not an efficient switch for the case in which no vehicles can switch in the same block of time (lines 3-6). Then, the switches that i makes can occur only when = ( − ) (lines 7-9). When the SESA determines vehicles that switch and their corresponding lanes (both the current lane and the lane after switching), it will reduce T by a depth search for an efficient switch (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . The vehicle information and T will be updated by Eqs. (7) and (11) Proof. The time consumption for each switch is in the range of 0 ≤ < . Hence, the maximum time overhead reduction occurs when = 0 . Since there are at most ( − 1) efficient switches that can occur simultaneously, the maximum time savings of efficient switches is
In addition, the time savings may cause the vehicles to pass the crossroads before another red light occurs; that is, the additional time savings of the traffic light is
Hence, the time overhead T can reduce at most
where y is the number of efficient switches. □
Considering the characteristics of special vehicles, we then propose a special vehicles lane switching algorithm (SVLSA) to guarantee that special vehicles can pass the crossroads before their deadlines. The pseudocode of the SVLSA is in Algorithm 2 .
Algorithm 2 Special Vehicles Lane Switching Algorithm.

Require: ;
Ensure: that the special vehicles that pass the crossroads satisfy Eq. if ∃ ∈ satisfies ≠ ∩ < ∩ ( = ∪ * = ) then 8: calculate by Eq. 11; 9: if − − ℵ ≥ 0 then 10: update ℵ and the remaining ; 11: switch ; 12: end if 13: end if 14: else if ∃ satisfies = ∩ ≥ ∩ ( = ∪ * = ) then 15: calculate ℵ and by Eqs. 6 and 11; 16: if − − ℵ ≥ 0 then 17: update ℵ and the remaining ; 18: switch ; 19: end if 20: else 21: execute as under SESA; 22: end if 23: end for 24: end while The SVLSA is mainly focused on the switches associated with special vehicles. For the case in which i is a special vehicle, the SVLSA first calculates the remaining time for passing the crossroads, and the other vehicles can only switch into cl i or out of cl i when the blocking time satisfies Eq. (5) (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For the ordinary vehicle that wants to switch into cl i or out of cl i , the SVLSA will decide whether to switch i or not by assessing the remaining time for passing the crossroads (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The remaining vehicles will execute as under the SESA. The time complexity of the SVLSA is O ( n log n ).
Since the vehicles cannot switch their lanes when the remaining time of a special vehicle is not sufficient (lines 8 and 15), the vehicles may miss their directions in the SVLSA to ensure that special vehicles can travel through the crossroads within their time constraint. 
Experimental results
In this section, we compare our methods with the lane change in a real-life driving situation. We denote the switching method in an actual real-life scenario as lane switching without scheduling (LSWS). In LSWS, the vehicle changes its lane only based on its own information, such as its direction and the speed of the vehicle in front of it. Furthermore, the vehicle will change its lane immediately in LSWS when it wants to switch and does not consider the deceleration of other vehicles. That is, the vehicles schedules under LSWS adopt the local optimal method. All algorithms are implemented in C language. These programs run on a Windows machine with 3.4GHz CPU and 8GB memory.
To illustrate the applicability of our algorithms, for each parameter configuration, several test cases are generated randomly. For each test case, we set the safe distance as = 10 , and the maximum speed is = 10 m/s . In each case, there is one left-turn lane and one right-turn lane, and the number of special vehicles is in the range of [0,3], the red light duration is = 20 s and the green light duration is also = 20 s . The traffic light changes to green at the beginning of each case. Moreover, there is at most one direction in the state of off in each case, and the vehicles that want to drive in this direction will change their target direction to keep driving along the road. Representative simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 . Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the time overhead T and the number of vehicles n for = 5 lanes and = 2 special vehicles. The number of vehicles ranged from = 20 to 60. We assume the vehicles are evenly distributed in each lane, and the maximum passing time of a special vehicle = 15 . The time overheads of these three methods are increasing with the number of vehicles simultaneously. However, the rates of increase reveal an enormous difference. That is because at the beginning, all the vehicles can pass the crossroads in the first green light under the three methods; since the vehicles under the SVLSA may miss their directions and drive with V to guarantee Eq. (5) , this phenomenon of a missed direction slows down the increasing rate of T . With the SESA, the vehicles search efficiently, and all the vehicles will reach their intended directions; hence, the increasing rates of the three methods satisfy LSWS > SESA > SVLSA . When the vehicles cannot drive to their destinations in the first green light, the remaining vehicles must wait until the next green light; thus, T increases sharply, such as at = 40 when = 0 . 25 . Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the time overhead T and the number of lanes L for = 50 vehicles, = 13 and = 1 special vehicle. The relationship between the time overhead T and the number of special vehicles S for = 5 lanes, = 13 and = 50 vehicles is shown in Fig. 6 . The number of special vehicles between = 0 and = 5 is considered. The time overheads are fixed under both LSWS and the SESA as S changes. For the SVLSA , it has the same time overhead as the SESA at = 0 and = 1 . Considering the passing time of special vehicles, the SVLSA sacrifices the opportunity of some vehicles to reach their target directions. That is, the SVLSA reduces and ∑ = =0 as S increases. Therefore, the time consumption is inversely proportional to S . Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the time overhead T and the number of switches K for = 5 lanes, = 50 vehicles and = 2 special vehicles. The time overhead increases faster in Fig. 7 than that in Fig. 4 , which illustrates that the switching consumes more time than straight driving. Similar to the above result, the SVLSA continues to have the lowest time overhead than the other two approaches. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the time overhead T and the maximum passing time of special vehicle s i for = 50 vehicles, = 5 lanes and = 2 special vehicles. The maximum passing time s i is changed from 5 to 25 in units of 5. The time overhead is increased with s i . The reason is that special vehicles have more time to pass the crossroads; consequently, the other vehicles can switch and generate additional time consumption. When this value reaches 25, the special vehicle consequences are not as imminent (all switches can occur and satisfy Eq. (5) ) and degrade into the SESA .
In comparison from Fig. 8 , we simulate the relationship between the number of vehicles that miss their directions D and the number of Fig. 9 . The relationship between the number of vehicles that miss their directions D and the number of special vehicles S . special vehicles S for = 50 vehicles, = 5 lanes and = 13 in Fig. 9 . Fig. 8 illustrates that the time overhead is cut with the SVLSA approach by sacrificing the number of vehicles that reach their target directions. Furthermore, the more the lanes occupied by special vehicles, the more the ordinary vehicles miss their target directions.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel model named the edge computing-based lane scheduling system is proposed to study lane scheduling for vehicles (both ordinary and special vehicles) around the crossroads. Several edge computing devices (ECD) are deployed around the crossroads in ECLSS that can collect information from vehicles and road conditions. Three layers are considered in our model (vehicles, ECDs and the cloud), and we mainly focus on the second layer (ECD) since there are some related works that focus on the other two. Based on the centralized management of ECD, two lane scheduling methods for edge computingbased autonomous driving (the SESA and SVLSA) have been proposed to achieve high speed passing through the crossroads and guarantee that the special vehicles can pass the crossroads within a certain time, respectively. Extensive simulations are performed, and the simulation results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approaches over competing schemes in a real-life lane switching scenario (LSWS).
The proposed ECLSS can be further extended by introducing deployed infrastructures, such as cameras, the traffic cloud and base stations. The lane scheduling methods for algorithms both with and without special vehicles can be extended to solve the scheduling issue when such infrastructures are deployed. The inherent issue is how to achieve on-demand computational and communicational resource allocation between these infrastructures to meet the additional requirements of different vehicles, which can offer higher computing power, but short link durations and bandwidth limitations. Moreover, the details of lane switching in ECLSS are an efficient for further reducing the time overhead of vehicles passing crossroads, such as the discussion of the details of the blocking time consumption. Finally, weather is a critical factor that affects trafficÂ information; therefore, determining an approach to analyze trafficÂ information with both cloud and edge computing to dynamically adjust safe distances is also important. Solving the above problems is another potential direction for future research.
